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Abstract: Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the latest version of IP that
goal to host 3.4 × 1038 unique IP addresses of devices in the network. IPv6
has introduced new features like Neighbour Discovery Protocol (NDP) and
Address Auto-configuration Scheme. IPv6 needed several protocols like the
Address Auto-configuration Scheme and Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMPv6). IPv6 is vulnerable to numerous attacks like Denial of Service
(DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) which is one of the most
dangerous attacks executed through ICMPv6 messages that impose security
and financial implications. Therefore, an Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
is a monitoring system of the security of a network that detects suspicious
activities and deals with a massive amount of data comprised of repetitive and
inappropriate features which affect the detection rate. A feature selection (FS)
technique helps to reduce the computation time and complexity by selecting
the optimum subset of features. This paper proposes a method for detecting
DDoS flooding attacks (FA) based on ICMPv6 messages using a Binary
Flower Pollination Algorithm (BFPA-FA). The proposed method (BFPA-FA)
employs FS technology with a support vector machine (SVM) to identify the
most relevant, influential features. Moreover, The ICMPv6-DDoS dataset
was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method through
different attack scenarios. The results show that the proposed method BFPA-
FA achieved the best accuracy rate (97.96%) for the ICMPv6 DDoS detection
with a reduced number of features (9) to half the total (19) features. The proven
proposed method BFPA-FA is effective in the ICMPv6 DDoS attacks via IDS.
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1 Introduction

The world has witnessed drastic, rapid changes in networking technology, as well as the rapid
advancement and expansion of the Internet and networking technologies [1]. With the advancement
of digital and communication technologies, societies have progressively become global knowledge
through the use of intelligent computing environments in every area. However, the security guidelines
that protect these environments have not evolved at the same pace [2]. More specifically, because
of frequent network breaches to access confidential information or make information and networks
vulnerable or inaccessible [3], cybersecurity has become one of the most prominent fields of study in the
real world. New technologies and systems are almost always fraught with security concerns. The same
is true for the new Internet communication protocols, such as Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). IPv6
was designed to address several Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) problems, as IPv6 has many features
and newly supported services as the efficiency of packet processing, auto-configuration, versatility,
and extend the Internet address space and virtually facilitates an unlimited number of device to the
Internet-connected [4]. Mobility options and security support were among the concerns addressed
during the IPv6 transition and the Internet Engineering Task Force worked hard to improve IPv6
over IPv4 [5]. On the other hand, the implementation of IPv6 has created security issues for networks,
require to find efficient methods for identifying and being aware of the need to predict vulnerability
in the IPv6 network, however, must use a robust algorithm to identify vulnerability and comprehend
the network’s specifications [6]. As shown in Fig. 1 [7], the proportion of clients using Google services
via IPv6 increased from 0.0% in 2010 to 25.88% on 9 March 2020 to 32.62% on 5 March 2021 until 9
Nov 2022 became 37.48%, and the proportion is rising.

Figure 1: Internet protocol version 6 traffic percentage accessing google services

IPv6’s expansive address space enables an incalculable number of devices with the help of
neighbour discovery messages (NDP) messages and the ICMPv6 protocol, where ICMPv6 is based
on NDP in detecting every new device or discovers neighbours and routers [8]. ICMPv6 is a crucial
protocol because it accounts for the backbone of IPv6 networks and is susceptible to all types of
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exploitation, including misusage and multicast attacks, reconnaissance attacks, fragmentation-related
attacks, and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. In addition, the design of Internet Control
Message Protocol version 6 (ICMPv6) messages contains security flaws, such as sending addresses,
making it possible for any user to conduct a reconnaissance attack [5]. In return, security defects
exploit can lead to a DDoS attack in a variety of ways, such as sending ICMPv6 packets with multiple
interfaces to the same site, where the error messages disable the connection and cause the session to
terminate. The most common type of DDoS attack is the Flood Attack (FA), in which network traffic
is sent in large quantities to the network device, resulting in network flooding [9].

While recent developments have brought new technologies in network security, such as Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS), firewalls, and antivirus. IDS is the most widely used security technique
for detecting unpermitted traffic and detect unwanted activities in either systems or networks.
IDS is divided into Network-based IDSs (NIDS) and Host-based IDSs (HIDS) [10]. Anomaly-
based Intrusions Detection Systems (AIDS) record and analyse both normal and anomalous traffic
[11]. Regular traffic is defined, but anything anomalous is treated as an intrusion [12]. AIDS uses
matching algorithms to distinguish normal and abnormal traffic, resulting in a higher detection rate
than Signature-based Intrusion Detection Systems (SIDS). Researchers designed algorithms used by
AIDS to automatically keep learning normal behaviour in the network [13]. AIDS has seen rapid
advancements in building descriptive profiles of regular traffic in the IPv6 network [14–16]. There are
two types of AIDS: rule-based and Artificial Intelligence-based. Many approaches have been proposed
to detect cyber threats using Anomaly detection is one of these approaches that define the boundaries
behavior of normal and abnormal. However, these solutions should have the capability and adjust to
environmental changes that prompt behavioral aberrations, except they only assume that these nodes
show the same behavior. This assumption does not hold due to the heterogeneity of network topology
and the cost is heavy. Consequently, the model becomes unstable and adversely affects its accuracy
and robustness [17].

Extracting data meaningful to anomaly detection will be very difficult. Any attack contains its
own features and behaviour which determines the type of attack. Therefore, some attacks may contain
similar patterns and behaviours and are only different in some adjectives [18]. By selecting the most
relevant features from the input data set using the features selection technique, IDS can be faster and
more accurate detection rates, which is an important stage to select the optimal subset of features
that contribute to the faster training process and reduce time and complexity while maintaining on
system performance [19]. Despite all of these existing techniques, the IDS still requires a comprehensive
approach to detect ICMPv6 DDoS flooding attacks. Therefore, the Flower Pollination Algorithm
(FPA) [20] has been proposed to address the problem of detecting ICMPv6-DDoS flooding attacks.
The FPA is a bio-inspired optimization algorithm that mimics the natural pollination process of flower
plants. The propositioned approach (BFPA-FA) employs a wrapper method in features selection
technology to select the best subset of features for detecting ICMPv6-DDoS flooding attacks. A
Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been utilized to classify traffic networks as normal or abnormal
for evaluation. They are trained in optimum plane formation which classifies the values of unknown
input vectors based on their position on the plane [21].

The main challenge with the topic of DDoS Attacks is how to select the most relevant feature
which can provide the highest accuracy rate [14]. For that, many researchers proposed different
techniques for selecting the best features one of these techniques is using metaheuristic algorithms
such as the flower pollination algorithm (FPA) [12]. In this work, FPA with SVM is proposed for
detecting ICMPv6 DDoS. Real datasets are used to test the performance of the proposed method
which was collected at the National Advanced IPv6 Centre (NAv6), Universiti Sains Malaysia [14].
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The main contributions of this study are as follows:

• The flower pollination algorithm (FPA) is proposed for detecting ICMPv6 DDoS flooding
attacks. The FPA is a bio-inspired optimisation algorithm that mimics flower plant pollination.

• The proposed method employs a wrapper method in features selection technology to generate
optimal subset features for detecting ICMPv6 flooding attacks, with the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) used for evaluation.

• Experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, which is
demonstrated by using datasets generated in a NAv6 laboratory [22].

The research paper is divided into several sections. Section 2 describes the flower pollination
algorithm. Section 3 conducts a literature review, which is divided into two parts: Part A presents the
concept of IDS for ICMPv6, and Part B discusses the principle of FS. Section 4 discusses the proposed
model’s methodology. Section 5 contains the findings and discussions. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper and suggests future research directions.

2 Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA)

Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) [12] is inspired by pollination behaviour in flowering plants
and was developed in 2012, it demonstrated the interest of many researchers in resolving various
optimisation problems. FPA Contains two operators: local and global and outperforms other meta-
heuristic algorithms in real-world optimisation challenges due to its adaptability and scalability. In
addition, FPA has many examples of optimization challenges such as wireless sensor networking [23],
electrical and power systems [24,25], signal and image processing [26,27], clustering and classification
[28,29], computer gaming, structural and mechanical engineering optimisation [30,31], global function
optimisation [32], and various variants [33,34]. In some studies, FPA is used in hybridised, modifica-
tion, with parameter-tuning to resolve complex problems related to optimisation [35]. Sensors are
required to identify people based on EEG signals, but the number of sensors required is excessive.
Reference [21] tested the FPA algorithm against other optimisation algorithms for sensor reduction,
including Binary GA, Binary PSO, Binary FA, Binary HS, and Binary Charged System Search. A
binary version of FPA and optimum path forest classifiers are used to obtain a minimum subset of
channels for identifying people, yielding significant results when compared to other methods. The
recognition rate was around 87%. Although the FPA was originally designed to solve continuous
optimisation problems, [36] modified it into a binary FPA for feature selection purposes by testing
it on six datasets. In comparison to PSO, HS, and FA, the results were promising. In the convergence
process, PSO is the best, but HS has the lowest computational cost and BFPA is the most accurate.

It is difficult for any metaheuristic method to strike a balance between global exploration and
neighbourhood exploitation. In the global search process, FPA employs discarded pollen-operator
to improve exploration and thus avoid neighbourhood exploitation. According to a study by [37]
enhanced FPA’s exploration capability by incorporating PSO. Wideband infinite impulse response
digital differentiators and integrators were created. The FPA outperformed many existing methods in
terms of the smallest function evaluations.

Another study by [38] used Pattern Search (PS) to implement a multi-objective FPA for retinal
vessel localization. For the best collection of retina images, a driving dataset was used as a benchmark.
This method was compared to other optimisation algorithms to assess sensitivity, precision, and other
characteristics.
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3 Related Work

The big challenge in the network deployment environment is the growing cyber-attacks. To protect
the network environment from unforeseen cyber-attacks, many researchers are functioning in this field
for providing different mothed for network securing from cyber-attacks [39]. Detection systems use
feature selection techniques to overcome issues such as distinguishing between normal and abnormal
data, lopsided information circulation, large datasets, precision, and so on. As a consequence, it is
necessary to discuss intrusion detection systems (IDS), which present machine learning algorithms
designed primarily to detect attacks, and feature selection (FS), which presents principles of bio-
inspired algorithms designed to detect attacks [40].

3.1 Intrusion Detection System (IDS) For ICMPV6
Despite recent advancements in network security, such as IDS, firewalls, antivirus applications,

etc., the IDS remains the most popular security technique for detecting undesirable traffic and
reporting malicious packets that flow to devices [41,42]. IDS checks and analyses network data using a
set of criteria and can detect undesirable traffic. A typical IDS consists of three steps: 1) data collection,
2) data analysis, and 3) action items, [43,44]. The traffic is examined by an IDS network system utilizing
traffic tools that collected and analyze traffic data using Intrusion detection algorithms [45]. DDoS is
the most common attack on computing which focused the computing and security professionals on the
growth of detection and preventive processes from DDoS attacks. Due to the widespread prevalence
of DDoS attacks, becomes hard for Some DDoS attack methods based on network flow features to
distinguish DDoS attacks of different types [46]. This study uses the anomaly-based IDS to detect the
ICMPv6 DDOS flooding attacks.

IDS software is widely used to detect potential attacks through the classification algorithms that
are commonly used to build accurate IDSs due to their efficiency and autolearning ability to detect
ICMPv6-based DDoS attacks [47,48]. In addition, IDS uses a benchmark dataset for the evaluation
of intrusion detection systems in IPv6 environments, and evaluation through the accuracy in detecting
IPv6 attacks [36]. IDS has a significant role in detecting potential attacks, the huge traffic flow leads
to severe challenges of technology relating to monitoring and spotting network activities. However,
the DDoS attack’s devastating nature appears as a major cyber-attack regardless of the Network
architecture emergence [49].

Learning techniques used seven classifiers to detect any attacks ICMPv6-based DDoS attack.
The ten packet header attributes used. flow-based datasets are generated from packet-based datasets
by constructing flows based on the extracted attributes The proposed flow-based approach achieved a
good accuracy range and few false-positive rates [50]. In addition, [51] proposed five classifications for
detecting ICMPv6-based DDoS attacks, using flow-based datasets due to their online availability and
containing the targeted attacks and labelled traffic. The experimental results showed that the classifiers
had detected most of the included attacks, resulting in true-positive rates ranging from 73% to 85%.

The absence of publicly available IPv6 datasets impedes advancement in the field of IPv6 network
security and due to specification differences between the two protocols IPv4 and IPv6 existing
benchmarked IPv4 datasets such as DARPA [52] and NSL_KDD [53] cannot be used for modelling
IPv6 IDSs. As a result, numerous factors must be considered in order to create a reliable dataset. A
new dataset must meet all requirements before it can be used. A dataset must include both normal
and abnormal traffic data representing diverse scenarios, as well as all important and relevant features
labelled. Therefore, [22] the dataset that contains the ICMPv6 DDoS attacker will be used
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3.2 Feature Selection (FS)
Feature Selection (FS) is the most commonly used dimensionality reduction approach. FS is used

to clean up the noisy, redundant, and irrelevant data and a subset of features is selected from the
original set of features based on features redundancy and relevance [54]. Usually, FS is used to solve an
objective optimisation problem whose objectives are classification accuracy and the number of features
[55]. IDS is supposed to track and inspect massive network traffic, which unfortunately exceeds IDS’s
computational capabilities. Recent advancements in network technology are complicating matters. As
a consequence, it is critical that the IDS must be able to process information to detect abnormal
activities in networks [26,35]. To improve IDS’ performance accuracy efficiency, it is necessary to
use a technique of Feature Selection to reduce the complexity and time involved in computations
[56]. Reference [57] proposed IDS using a feature selection approach based on the mathematical set
theory for extracting efficient subsets of features. The IDS has three stages: a data preprocessing
phase, feature selection, and classification using IG and GR filter-based approaches to produce the
top subsets of features for the IoTID20 and NSL-KDD datasets. The method has provided better
results in classification performance and eliminating irrelevant features before the training process.
The experiments demonstrated a significant improvement in the realms of accuracy.

Fig. 2 depicts a four-stage process for feature selection. The first stage involves selecting a subset,
and the second involves evaluating the chosen subset. The third stage includes a criterion evaluation
for stopping, and the fourth stage is the validation of the results. The FS is divided into two categories:
filter methods and wrapper methods [58].

Figure 2: Feature Selection process

Feature selection provides an effective way to solve this problem by removing irrelevant and
redundant data, which can reduce computation time, improve learning accuracy, and facilitate a
better understanding of the learning model or data, wrapper methods can obtain better subsets than
filter methods, but they are more computationally demanding than filter methods. They do, however,
outperform in terms of feature selection [59]. In this study, we use the wrapper method is often used as
a learning aid for evaluating the subset of the evaluation measures for feature selection methods that
accuracy is used to predict the subset, which is widely applied in machine learning problems.
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4 Proposed Method

Among the challenges of evaluating the proposed approach is the difficulty obtaining of a
standard dataset (benchmark datasets) which we will use in evaluating the proposed approach, and if
it is obtained now, it contains a limited number of features. Furthermore, a dataset containing normal
and abnormal traffic must be available to analyse security issues and identify gaps that can be exploited
to create network threats. Another barrier is the use of security testing tools in the main networks
(local and global networks). Diverse IDS have been proposed to address the issue of ICMPv6 DDoS-
based. Unfortunately, these IDSs are unable to accurately detect attacks and suffer from many issues,
including precision, large datasets, lopsided circulation of information, and, most problematically,
the inability to distinguish between normal and abnormal data This is primarily due to a lack of
consideration for attack-related features in those techniques. This technique may be used by an IPv6
network to determine unrivalled features in the detection of network attacks [60].

The FPA [20] is one of the bio-inspired algorithms for the natural pollination of plants, with the
main goal of survival of the fittest and optimum reproduction of plants. It is essentially an optimisation
of plant species that are managed through four basic rules applied to many real-world problems and
has proven successful in engineering problems [61,62].

The proposed strategy is divided into three main goals. First, using one of the types of feature
selection technology, the FPA algorithm is used to solve the attack detection problem. Second, an SVM
classifier is used in machine learning algorithms to distinguish between normal and malicious data,
as well as to evaluate the algorithm’s performance. Third, the experiments are carried out to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method using datasets generated in a NAv6 laboratory [14]. The
process of creating and generating the dataset consists of three steps packet capture, packet filtering,
and packet labelling. The packet capture step utilizes the Wireshark packet capture tool to capture
and collect packet traffic. The collected traffic is filtered using a specific Wireshark filter command to
discard all non-ICMPv6 or IPv4 packets. After collection and filtration, the resulting data is formatted
using Comma Separated Values (CSV) and saved. Labelling the data entails adding a field called (class)
to each record in the file. The GNS3 tool used the simulated dataset generated because the monitoring
port was not obtained due to the privacy of the data when the dataset was generated(normal). As for
the abnormal (attack) dataset, THC-IPv6 toolkits were used in a virtual network because their use in
a real network disrupts network operations. The dataset contains 19,880 samples (7565) normal and
(9315) abnormal.

This section proposes a method for detecting DDoS flooding attacks based on ICMPv6 messages
using a Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA-FA). Fig. 3 depicts the general stages of the proposed
approach. This section also summarises the methodology, and structure design, and provides an
overview of the details and stage of the proposed method. Overall, the proposed method is divided
into two stages: 1) ICMPv6 packet preparation and 2) Feature selection using BFPA-FA for detection
via anomaly-based detection.

4.1 Stage (1) ICMPV6 Packets Preparation
This stage is divided into two major steps: ICMPV6 packet transformation and ICMPV6 packet

normalization. In the transformation step, the captured dataset includes 21 features in addition to
the category labelling (normal or attack). These characteristics are extracted via an IPv6 network
communication exchange using ICMPv6 messages. These features have various data types, such
as package protocol, package length, and ICMPv6 code ICMPv6, ICMPv6-TA, ICMPv6-CHL,
ICMPv6-AF, ICMPv6-RL, ICMPv6-RH, and ICMPv6-RT.
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These fields with numerous attributes undergo ICMPv6 transformation to a single numeric
format. During the normalization step, the dataset contains several attributes and data in different
formats, such as data in an alphabetical format and other numerical formats, including symbolic
data. As a consequence, the transformation implements the symbolic map attributes to numeric
attributes to reduce data processing time and resource consumption. Normalization of the ICMPv6
message dataset is an important step in preparing the dataset for use with the proposed method. The
benchmark dataset contains various formats with different features such as alphanumeric, numerical,
and symbolic. Normalization is used to standardize the coordination of all features or records in a
database and reduce the volume of data, time of analysis, and resource waste by converting them to a
digital or ordinal format.

Figure 3: Proposed method binary flower pollination algorithm flooding attack

4.2 Stage (2) Feature Selection Using B FPA-FA
The primary goal of this stage using FS technology in the FPA is to validate its functionality in the

proposed approach as well as to improve and increase detection using FS technology. Furthermore,
this stage contains five steps to achieve the main goal of using this algorithm in the proposed approach,
namely, dataset representation, FPA parameter initialisation, optimal subset selection, current optimal
subset evaluation using SVM, and optimal best solution update. As a result, select of a DDoS flooding
attack’s feature is checked for benefit by using anomaly-based machine learning with classification to
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detect and train. The features chosen using machine learning by SVM classification are included in the
testing dataset. The list of parameters, as shown in Table 1, was used for the proposed FPA algorithm.

Table 1: Proposed settings of the parameter for the Binary Flower Pollination Algorithm

Settings of parameter Values

Number of features (N) 19
Number of Iterations 100
Number of Runs 25
The dimension of Solution 20
Search domain [0;1]

The employing FS technology is to adopt the BFPA algorithm in the IDS to detect DDoS FA in
the IPv6 network. The FS stage helps to reduce the size of the dataset while improving attack detection
accuracy and distinguishing between normal and abnormal data. The process of building attributes
and selecting the algorithm is one of the most important factors influencing the steps of the proposed
approach and increasing detection performance and accuracy. Adapting the FPA algorithm in the use
of FS technology in determining the best features (reducing the number of features used) has positive
effects, including reduced training time due to reduced data volume and retention of many resources,
as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Process of feature selection binary flower pollination algorithm-flooding attacks

Fig. 4 depicts the FPA algorithm, which includes two operators: the local operator and the global
operator. The switching probability (P) is responsible for selecting the most appropriate operators. If
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P-value is greater, the global search operation is used; otherwise, the local search operation is used.
Furthermore, depicts the FPA algorithm’s feature selection process; the algorithm collaborates with
the SVM classifier to evaluate the candidate subset of selected features; the algorithm has the authority
to decide whether the subset is worthy or worthless. The procedure is then repeated until the condition
is met (100 Iterations, see Table 1). Meanwhile, if the algorithm meets the stopping criteria, it generates
a random subset and repeats the process 25 times (see Table 1). This section describes the FS steps for
using FPA-FA.

4.2.1 Dataset Representation

The reference data represented by the set of ICMPv6 messages generated and prepared in the
two previous stages are the inputs of the dataset representation step, which consists of 19 attributes in
addition to the category of the attribute that the classifier uses for distinguishing between attack and
natural data. These characteristics are represented as a 2D matrix (n ∗ m) in the proposed algorithm
BFPA. As previously stated, vector (n) represents the matrix’s 19 attributes or features, and (m)
represents the number of solutions produced by the proposed algorithm. Fig. 5 presents the ICMPv6
Message Dataset Representation

Figure 5: Represented solution

4.2.2 Initialised FPA Parameters

There are two types of parameters: FPA algorithm parameters and problem parameters. Both
parameters must be initialised for a solution to be found. The initialised parameter must be within a
possible range value (x). The following general formulation can be used to initialise FPA parameters:

Max f (x) | x ∈ X (1)

where f(x) is an objective function (in this work f(x) refers to accuracy rate).

x = {xi|i=1;..n} represents the group of variables of decision, x = {xi|i=1;..n} represents the
possible range of values for each variable of decision, and Where

Ci ∈ [Lower (Bi); Upper (Bi)], where [Lower (Bi) and Upper (Bi)] Upper (Bi) represent the
highest and lowest bounds of the variable of decision Ci, respectively, and n represent the number of
variables of decision.

Algorithm parameters must also be initialized. The FPA parameters are as follows:

• FPAs: shows the population size of solutions,
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• G∗
best: represents the best solution population size currently from the initialization,

• Switch probability (P): represents (P-value) selected in either local or global search in FPA, and.
• Ldis: represents the size of the step, that is, the pollination strength.

FPA population memory (FPM) Initialization. It is represented as a 2D matrix. The matrix
sizecontains a group of vectors such as FPAs that are located as the flower. where the flowers are
generated randomly as follows:

X i
j = LowerBi + (UpperBi − LowerBi) ∗ U (0; 1) (2)

∀i = 1; 2;…; z and ∀j = 1; 2;…; FPAs, and U (0; 1) (3)

The range between 0 and 1 is used to generate random numbers. The solutions are arranged in
ascending order based on the objective function’s value:

fx1 ≤ fx2 ≤ . . . ≤ fxFPAs

FPM =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1
1

x2
1

x1
2 . . .

x2
2 . . .

x1
d

x2
d

...
...

...
xFPMs

1 xFPMs
d . . . xFPMs

d

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)

In addition, the best location of the flower in global search is stored, where G∗
best = x1. The solution

(flower) FPA is like a 2D matrix. A row represents a set of features, and a column represents a several
solutions. The binary vector of features is (1,2,3, . . . n), where a non-selected feature is represented
by value 0 and the selected feature is represented by value 1. The best solution for the search space
among the solutions is the best subset of features that can be used to reach a high detection rate for the
ICMPv6 flooding attack in this paper. Fig. 6 represents the solution (flower). The general formulation
can be used to initialize problem parameters as follows:

Figure 6: Procedure of detection stage

Initialise (N) equals the number of features (19) in the pack and initialise a population random
length solution dimension of the solution equals (20) population solution.
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4.2.3 Selecting the Optimal Subset

The columns are chosen to form a matrix. Selecting an optimal subset from such a matrix is a
fundamental problem in many learning tasks, including FS. The optimal subset resulting from the
proposed algorithm is chosen after applying the path to follow in pollination, global search, or local
search. Fig. 5 shows the proposed FPA algorithm’s process. Flower constancy and local pollination
are represented as under:

xt+1
i = xt+1

i xt
i + ξ

(
xt

j − xt
k

)
(5)

where (xt
j) and (xt

k) are the pollen of stand from distinct flowers; (j) and (k) belong to the same class of
the plant This Equation represents the flower constancy in the limited neighborhood. Mathematically,
if (xt

j) and (xt
k) are obtained from the identical population or same class, ande is drawn from a uniform

distribution in [0, 1], then it becomes a local random walk.

Global pollination is shown as under:

xt+1
i = x1

i + L(G∗
best − xt

i) (6)

In the current iteration, (G∗
best) is the best solution, and xt+1

i is the pollen (i) or solution vector xi

at iteration t. The step size is the strength of the population represented as Parameter Ldis. The insects
usually move over a long distance with distinct steps; therefore, a Levy flight can be used to mimic this
characteristic. Ldis > 0 is taken through a Levy distribution.

L ∼ λ� (λ) sin
(

πλ

2

)

π

1
δ1 + λ

, s � 0 (7)

In all the simulations in this research, the distribution remains acceptable for large steps δ > 0. In
this paper, λ = 1.5.

A subset feature generation is a heuristic search technique in which each sample in the search area
in order defines the evaluation of the candidate subset’s solution. One of the fundamental problems
determines the method of selecting the feature by technique. The starting point of the search should
be determined first because it determines the search path. To begin, an empty set is used to start the
FS’s search operation, followed by the insertion of the attributes one after the other; or vice versa, it
begins with a full set of attributes and then reduces one after the other. As a consequence, the proposed
approach BFPA algorithm then starts producing a random subset.

The dataset is represented as a vector with a length of 19 attributes or features, patterns and
behaviours of normal and abnormal data are represented by features. The expression represents a
random candidate generated by the proposed algorithm, and each feature is associated with a feature
or feature with the dataset, i.e., the number of cells of bytes vector (x) equals the number of attributes
o (x = 19 bytes) matrix length. The value [1; 0] represents the representation of the value of (x) in the
vector cells of the matrix. If (x) equals 1, the FS of a specific feature is observed, but if (x) equals 0, the
cell has no specific feature. Fig. 6 depicts a randomly generated FPA algorithm using the algorithm.
The random matrix generated during the FS (FPA-FA) stage consists of (0) and (1). Fig. 7 represents
an example of an FPA algorithm for generating a candidate solution. After the proposed algorithm
completes random solution generation, the value of each solution’s fitness function is ultimately
calculated and evaluated by using the workbook. After completing all the iterations of the algorithm,
the optimal subset is selected based on the accuracy rate or the accuracy rate and the number of
features.
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4.2.4 Evaluate Current Optimal Subset Using SVM

The fitness function is used to evaluate the proposed algorithm’s generated solution value after
the standard criterion is given to select the optimal subset or select the best solution. This function is
used in many studies to determine the detection accuracy rate of the proposed algorithm by using the
classifier after selecting a subset, and the best subgroup is chosen by calculating the detection accuracy
rate using the following Equation:

Accuracy Rate = TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(8)

FP: the sum of the samples in the attack class that the classifier incorrectly predicted, namely the
false positive; FN: the sum of the samples in the normal class that the classifier incorrectly predicted,
notably false negative; TP: the sum of the samples in the class of attack that the classifier correctly
predicted, also known as the true positive; TN: the sum of the samples in the normal class that the
classifier correctly predicted, also known as the true negative.

Precision is the percentage of the correctly detected attack samples from the total number of
samples that are classified as attacks. It can be calculated using Eq. (10)

Precision = TP
TP + FP

(9)

Recall is a metric that quantifies the number of correct positive predictions made out of all positive
predictions that could have been made.

Recall = TP
TP + FN

(10)

F1−score is the weighted harmonic mean of the precision and recall values. The F1−score value
ranges from 0 to 1; 1 means that the decision of attacks is accurate. The F1−score value is calculated
using Eq. (9).

F1 − score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

(11)

The advantages of the objective function depend on the selected feature when evaluating the
detection accuracy rate. Therefore, more time and resources are required if the optimal solution for
a large subset contains selected features. The accuracy rate evaluating the current optimal subset
selection process is responsible for selecting the optimal solution that contributes to optimal subset
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selection. In this paper, an SVM classifier is used to calculate detection accuracy and evaluate the
proposed approach. It considers an example of real-world applications due to machine learning
rigidity. It can solve the binary classification problem by using the simplest separated hyperplane
model defined by support vectors, which are classified during training as a subset of data to distinguish
between normal and abnormal traffic. The SVM classifier divides the dataset into two parts: the testing
dataset and the training dataset. The latter is made up of records that contain features chosen in the
previous step and are divided into two categories: normal data and attack data. The test dataset
includes one known offensive category and one unknown. All types of attacks in the dataset are
aware of it while finding the attacks that are known to exist in the test dataset, to obtain a strong
classifier model that can predict the target samples using database features via an SVM classifier.
Fig. 6 represents model training and testing detection. The current optimal subset step employing the
FS (BFPA-FA) stage assesses the best solution using machine learning algorithms (SVM classifier).

Fig. 6 presents the process of optimizing specific features or the resultant subset to build a robust
learning model. These specific features of the training dataset are used to fit the SVM classifier
parameters, such as hyper boundaries of lines. In practice, training data is a set of data whose inputs
are pairs (scalar or vector) and the corresponding outputs (vector or scalar), which are denoted by
(target or label). As shown in Eq. (6), the optimum subset features are evaluated by relying on different
measures (measurement evaluation). In this paper, the model is evaluated to detect and verify the
detection’s strength and rigidity. After training the classifier on the training dataset, a test dataset that
contains an optimal subset is selected by the BFPA algorithm to ensure the classified SVM in the
ICMPv6 DDoS dataset. In addition, cross-verification test approaches are used for attack detection
testing, and it uses test data that is part of the training dataset and is based on the ratio.

4.2.5 Update the Optimal Best Solution

The optimal solution is to update G∗
best. The flower location (G∗

best) for global best (solution)
modified with each iteration’s most recent results,

if xi
j < f G∗

best

BFPA repeats the third and fourth stages until the completion criterion is met. The end benchmark
satisfies several normally dependent criteria, such as the number of iterations, or obtains a satisfactory
result.

Iteratively calculating the fitness function of the subset generated by the proposed algorithm
after it has been evaluated by the classifier (SVM) and compared to the previous solutions because
it contains the optimal subset of features that affect detection accuracy yields the optimal solution. In
case the new solution (subset) has the highest detection accuracy rate, it replaces the old solution.
If its detection accuracy rate is lower, it is ignored. As we explained in the previous steps and
according to Table 1, solutions (subgroups) generated randomly by the BFPA algorithm do not even
fall in location (minimum and maximum). Randomly generated solutions in the form of a 2D matrix
(n ∗ m), which are the total features represented by the vector (n) and the total solutions (subgroup) (20)
generated randomly by the vector (M). For each solution, a fitness function calculation is performed
and evaluated using the classifier, and the best optimal solution with the highest detection accuracy
is chosen. The new solution is compared to the previous optimal solution. If the new solution has a
higher accuracy rate than the old optimal solution, it becomes the optimal solution; otherwise, it is
ignored. This process is repeated for all iterations (100 iterations).
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5 Result and Discussion

This section describes the evaluation metrics and experimental environments used to evaluate the
proposed approach. the performance of the proposed approach in detecting DDoS attacks based on. a
set of classifiers is selected which are Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes, K-
Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Neural Networks, and Random Forest Trees to detection accuracy. The
classifiers selected are ready-made without any changes to the parameters since the aim is to choose
the best classifier in terms of detection accuracy after applying the optimal solution of the BFPA
algorithm in a set of classifiers to select the better classifier that achieves a higher detection accuracy
show in Table 2.

As illustrated in Table 2 after applying six classifiers to the optimal subset solution to the BFPA
algorithm by using the ICMPv6-DDoS dataset. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier obtained
high detection accuracy. These results indicate that the SVM is the most efficient in detecting ICMPv6
DDoS flooding attacks; therefore, it is the most suitable for evaluating the proposed BFPA-FA.

Table 2: Comparison of classifiers detection accuracy using cross-validation

Type of classifiers Accuracy

Decision tree 97.70
Support vector machine 97.96
Naïve bayes 95.61
K-nearest neighbours 97.73
Neural networks 97.71
Random forest 97.33

The experiment results show that the BFPA-FA method for detecting DDoS flooding attacks in
an ICMPv6 message dataset, Table 3 shows the results of experiments conducted using the parameters
shown in the confusion matrix and applied to the SVM classifier and the BFPA-FA method for
detecting DDoS flooding attacks in the ICMPv6 message dataset. The TP parameter in the BFPA-FA
method outperformed the SVM classifier. As a result, the BFPA-FA method improves the detection
of abnormal traffic in the ICMPv6 message dataset. In terms of FP parameter outcome, the BFPA-FA
method achieved a lower false alarm rate than the SVM classifier. The fitness function aims to improve
the accuracy of detection and reduce the number of false alarms; consequently, the observed outcome
was expected.

Table 3: Experimental results of confusion matrix parameters

Measures Full set of features with SVM BFPA-FA with SVM

TP 1768 1823
FP 63 26
TN 1479 1484
FN 48 43
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For the TN parameter, the BFPA-FA method yielded the best results for DDoS flooding attack
detection in ICMPv6 messages, while the SVM classifier yielded the worst results. Finally, the BFPA-
FA method produced the best results for DDoS flooding attack detection in ICMPv6 messages for
the FN parameter. These findings demonstrate the effectiveness of the BFPA-FA method in reducing
the number of anomalous instances incorrectly classified.

The BFPA-FA method and the SVM classifier achieve the number of features and detection
accuracy shown in Table 4.

Table 4 shows the detection accuracy rate calculated from the experiment runs, as well as the
iterations mentioned previously. Eq. (8) was used to solve for the detection accuracy rate of the SVM
classifier and FPA-FA method. The FPA-FA method achieved the highest detection accuracy (97.95)
compared to the SVM classifier when detecting DDoS flooding attacks via ICMPv6 message. It shows
that the FPA-FA method achieved fewer features (9) in the best detection accuracy rate during the
experiment runs and several features in the worst detection accuracy rate (11). Table 4 shows the lowest
detection accuracy rate achieved by (9) features compared to several SVM classifier features (19).

Table 4: The number of selected features with maximum accuracy of classification

Type of method Accuracy Precision Recall F1−score Number of features

All features 96.71% 96.55% 97.30% 96.49% 19
BFPA-FA 97.95% 98.59% 97.69% 97.49% 9

Table 4 presents the Precision, recall, and F-score metrics from the experiment runs, as well as the
iterations, mentioned previously. Eqs. (9)–(11) was used to obtain the Precision, recall, and F-score
rate of the SVM classifier and FPA-FA method, proposed FPA-FA algorithms obtained the best rates
in Precision, recall, and F-score metric evaluation metrics compared to the SVM classifier.

Fig. 7 shows the BFPA-FA method detection accuracy rate for 25 runs of DDoS flooding attack
detection runs via ICMPv6 message. Table 1 shows the number of iterations (100) in each run of the
FPA algorithms. The chart shows that the BFPA-FA method achieved the highest detection accuracy
rate (97.95%) for five number runs (5,9,18,19,25) but achieved the lowest detection accuracy rate
(97.27%) achieved the highest detection accuracy rate from the classifier (96.71 features), as shown
in Table 4.

Fig. 8 shows the features obtained by the BFPA-FA method for 25 runs of DDoS flooding attack
detection through ICMPv6 message and the algorithm executed for 100 iterations to produce the
number of selected features in each run, as shown in Table 1. It shows that the FPA-FA method
achieved fewer features (9) in the best detection accuracy rate during the experiment runs and several
features in the worst detection accuracy rate (11). The lowest detection accuracy rate was achieved
through (9) features compared to several features of the SVM classifier (19) as indicated in Table 4.

Table 5 shows the best, average, mean, and worst results of the BFPA-FA proposed detection
accuracy rate and several features for DDoS flooding attack detection ICMPv6 message, which was
obtained from 25 runs of the experiment, the best detection accuracy rate of BFPA-FA proposed
(97.95) and the number of features (9) and the worst (97.27) and the number of features (11). As for
the medium detection accuracy rate (97.86) and mean (97.74), the number of features for medium and
mean was (9, 10), respectively.
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Table 5: The number of features and best, average, median, and worst detection accuracy results of the
proposed mothed binary flower pollination algorithm flooding attacks proposed and

Measures Accuracy rate Selected features

Best 97.95% 9
Mediam 97.86% 9
Average 97.74% 11
Worst 96.86% 14

This study presented the experimental results of the proposed method BFPA-FA achieved a low
number of features (9) and a good (97.95) detection accuracy rate compared to the classifier only
used for DDoS flooding attack detection via the ICMPv6 message dataset.in addition, the BFPA
algorithm obtained an optimal subset by FS had a significant impact on detecting the attack. The
BFPA algorithm outperformed the classifier alone in terms of detection accuracy. Furthermore, the
number of features in the proposed BFPA-FA was lower. As for the medium detection accuracy rate
(97.86) and Mean (97.74), the number of features for medium and mean was (9, 10), respectively.

The proposed method BFPA-FA contributed to improving detection accuracy by determining
optimal features using FS technology, it was the number of features was reduced to half (9) of the total
(19) the number of features. The detection accuracy rate of the proposed method converging of values
in the average, maximum, median, and worst detection, as a result, the proposed method is stable. The
experimental results indicate BFPA-FA method is effective in detecting attacks and its ability to obtain
the optimal subset which contributes to detecting the attack to solve the binary problem (normal and
attack) also contributed to a lower time, data volume, and complexity.

Despite the high accuracies and lower number of features achieved by the proposed approach
representation in the cross-validation test and presentation of simulation and parameter settings of the
BFPA algorithm (see Table 2), which were not achieved when nonqualified features with data amount
and complexity were used. The features lead the classifier to consider specific values (such as an IP
address, protocol, or source) to differentiate between normal and abnormal traffic. Consequently, a
dataset containing the same attack set with a different best subset of features yielded superior results.

In contrast, the proposed method achieved fewer features with high detection accuracy on the
same or a different testing and training dataset (see Tables 4 and 5). The BFPA has determined the
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dependability and robustness of the detection model constructed with these novel features. In general,
using the selected features, the proposed approach achieved an acceptable and high accuracy detection
rate in both testing approaches. Furthermore, when the dataset is compared to the full features in
the dataset for the classifier, the selected feature and approach proposed show high accuracy rates.
In the classifier’s cross-validation test, the IDSs achieved lower accuracy rates. However, the proposed
method represents an optimal subset of the dataset’s features that have achieved high rates of accuracy,
proving that the features obtained by the BFPA can be used in any input dataset for any detection
system. The number of features and maximum accuracy were improved by executing the experiment
25 times using the proposed method. Minimum, average, and maximum values were used to calculate
the number of features and accuracy of detection for the proposed method.

Several ground truth experiments were carried out to determine the effectiveness of the features
and the proposed dataset representation. The first such experiment was carried out by utilizing the
basic features of the SVM classifier. An acceptable detection accuracy rate was achieved. The second
experiment demonstrated that the BFPA-FA method aided in the generation of an optimal subset of
features. The number of features was reduced, and the classifier’s detection accuracy was improved to a
greater extent when the selected features were compared to the existing features. Overall, the proposed
BFPA algorithm can enhance the detection accuracy of IDS by optimally selecting a set of features
that contributed to high classification accuracy.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed approach’s primary goal is to ensure that the BFPA algorithm improves the
performance of ICMPv6 DDoS flooding attack detection in the IPv6 network. The BFPA algorithm,
which was used by the FS technique to select the best optimal subset, contributed to an increase
in classification accuracy. To evaluate the efficacy of the BFPA-FA. This paper relied on dataset
generation, preparation, and analysis by the FS technique to determine and select the best optimal
feature from the dataset. These stages were critical to the success of the proposed approach (BFPA-FA)
and demonstrated the efficacy of anomaly-based detection (IDS) for attack detection. Furthermore,
the proposed approach (BFPA-FA) can detect attacks with fewer features (9), compared to a total
of 19 features with high accuracy. The proposed algorithm in the future can be modified to be more
adaptive in selecting the best optimal features to solve the binary problem of detecting flooding attacks
in the ICMPv6 message dataset. The hybridization of the proposed algorithm with other bio-inspired
algorithms can solve a problem for local search (local minima) and contribute to improving anomaly-
based detection (IDS) and achieving a high accuracy detection rate. BFPA algorithms can also be
used in a multi-objective function to solve a binary problem (optimisation problem) and obtain a high
detection accuracy rate with a smaller number of features. Finally, novel techniques can be used to
counter new types of IPv6 network attacks. Finally, apply the proposed approach (BFPA-FA) to a
real-world dataset to validate the performance and accuracy detection for future work.
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